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LifeNets: 2018 at a Glance…
Our mission is to help people in need, promote self-sufficiency and, where possible,
enable the recipients to pass their benefit on to others.
Highlighted below are just some of the varied projects that have met real needs and changed the lives of
people and communities in 2018. Thank you for helping us to make a difference in these people’s lives!
Developing Nations Scholarship Fund
The largest LifeNets program is providing higher education opportunity for young people. In 2018, more
than 100 students received about $100,000 from the Fund. Scholarships recipients are varied; they can be
seeking a four or five year college degree, a one year certification, a vocational degree or be finishing secondary school.
We serve people in the following countries: Malawi, Zambia, South Africa, Tonga, Kenya, Philippines,
Central and Latin America. Our purpose is to provide quality schooling in their country where they will
have an advantage of learning a profession or skill, get a good job, support their families and become pillars in their communities and churches. Here are the faces of some of our students.

Wheelchairs (http://lifenets.or g/wheelchair and
http://lifenetswheelchairproject.org)
The LifeNets Wheelchair Project was able to provide 50 wheelchairs and other
medical devices in 2018. We were able to work with donors using our online
matching system to find those in need. We feel this service fills a gap where
those who are desperate for wheelchair are paired with those who struggle to
find an organization to even take their wheelchair, but have a wheelchair they no
longer need.
Philippines Prison Project (https://lifenets.or g/philippines-prison-project/)
We are so happy to receive this encouraging report about the completion of a
LifeNets project and its dedication that took place September 17, 2018. The
project provided a borehole, water tank and visitor kiosks. This day was a celebration of the 11th anniversary of the women’s prison and also the completion of the LifeNets projects.
It will change the quality of life for incarcerated ladies in a women's prison on
the island of Davao in the Philippines. The water well was drilled to a depth
of 70 meters. The water is clear and pure enough to pass the water quality
tests. The existing old prison well has a number of problems so they already
rely heavily on this new well. The 1000 liter tank holds enough to be of great
help throughout the prison.

Zambia—Sewing Machines, Oxen. Fertilizer, Scholarships
(https://lifenets.org/chipata-zambia-august-2018/)

ABC Annual Charity Auction (https://lifenets.or g/abc-annual-charity-auction-april-22-2018/ )
Ambassador Bible College did their annual Charity Auction Sunday, April 22, 2018 at the United Church of
God home office. The proceeds (about $5000) went towards the LifeNets Developing Nations Scholarship
Fund and for solar power at UCG facilities in Malawi where power failures are constant.

Myanmar Youth Camp (https://lifenets.org/myanmar-camp-2018/)
LifeNets helped sponsor a 10-day youth camp in Myanmar, formerly Burma,
in the spring of 2018.
Davidson Lay Beh helped organize this camp which featured various physical
activities along with music and Bible studies.
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Be sure to check our Web site for all news stories and be sure to subscribe to our Internet e-News.
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